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INTRODUCTION

AUNT HELEN: Sybylla, I wonder—…? Does every thought 
of yours need to be articulated?

SYBYLLA: But—… I have so many—?

Sybylla Melvyn and Kendall Feaver have something in common: so 
many ideas.

To read or see a Kendall Feaver play is to witness an idea at its 
ignition point, following its journey as it grows, tests its limits, and 
finds a place to land.

And Sybylla Melvyn knows a thing or two about testing limits. The 
central protagonist in the 1901 novel My Brilliant Career and now this 
play, she is a teenager from a rural New South Wales on the brink of 
Australia’s Federation. Sybylla has a wild hunger for life: she wants to 
be an artist, a musician, a traveller, a writer. Never a wife, though, and 
never a mother.

But of course, wifedom and motherhood is the path expected 
for women at the time, especially women who, like Sybylla, are not 
wealthy. Sybylla, however, is alight with thought: she knows she must 
be louder beyond the point of politeness to be heard. And so she just 
keeps on talking.

Feaver and Sybylla’s creator, Stella Maria Sarah Miles Franklin, 
have a driving hunger in common—their writing is a restless, living 
thing. Feaver prowls around problems until she understands them, and 
Franklin, through the voice of Sybylla, barrels through them—fighting 
it all the while. But Franklin and Feaver ultimately both arrive in the 
same place: in the very centre of a feeling.

Then they offer it up to us, both the beauty and ugliness, so we can 
feel it too. Centuries apart, they are telling the same story of what it 
means to have something to say in a world that doesn’t want to hear it.

Each is a force of nature. Together, they are dazzling.
My Brilliant Career, The Play is a direct address, a love letter, a 

tumult, a portrait. It is brimming with urgency—Sybylla’s, yes, but 
Feaver’s too—to be understood.
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MY BRILLIANT CAREERviii

The beauty of this adaptation is that, in Feaver’s hand, it ensures we 
understand each and every moment.

Sybylla Melvyn looms large in Australian culture and bears more 
than a passing resemblance to a young Franklin. A member of the 
colonising squattocracy, she submitted her manuscript to writer and 
poet Henry Lawson, who sent it on to his publisher in Edinburgh. 
At that stage, the novel was called My Brilliant (?) Career and she 
had chosen the pen name Miles Franklin to conceal her gender; she’d 
started submitting pieces to the Daily Telegraph and the Sydney 
Morning Herald at the same time, using pseudonyms such as ‘An Old 
Bachelor’.

But My Brilliant Career, as a work, is dotted with little betrayals. 
Lawson refused to conceal Franklin’s identity, outing her as a ‘a little 
bush girl’ in the book’s introduction. Franklin wrote about people 
and places she knew, sometimes unflatteringly so; the outcry from 
those who knew her eventually resulted in her pulling the book from 
publication until after her death. And, famously, her title was altered 
without her consent—a question mark removed from the middle of the 
phrase, denying Franklin the twist of irony she intended.

Two major literary prizes are named for Franklin, who is 
simultaneously a ballast for women who write new Australias with 
their stories and also a symbol of a nation still stymied by its fondness 
for particular narratives: pastoral, white, settler-focused, male-centred.

But as a symbol, Sybylla Melvyn endures.
Now, Kendall Feaver has brought My Brilliant Career to the 

Australian stage. It’s as though we’ve always been waiting for her 
there.

But perhaps Sybylla was waiting for Kendall Feaver.

SYBYLLA: Why did you make me this way? Why fill me 
with cruel ambition and then set me down in a time and 
place where I can do nothing about it?

Here, Feaver takes a work with a long history and not a little notoriety—
and then lifts it out of the now-tired hands of its first showing. She 
makes it something bigger, something more present—in conversation 
with all of us in the here and now, more than a hundred years on, who 
are still fighting for rights, recognition and respect.
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INTRODUCTION ix

This adaptation is a patchwork-puzzle of invention that draws 
dashes of text and generous spirit from the novel, its sequel My Career 
Goes Bung and beyond into Franklin’s other writing. The final product 
is a closely guided study of a restless, Romantic heart.

Feaver anchors her whole play around Sybylla’s narration. This 
script is thrumming and busy, but not over-burdened; the matter of 
living is brisk and no-nonsense here, and while Sybylla directly 
addresses the audience to claim the time as her own and re-frame it 
through her own perspective, it does not slow down for her. It does not 
wait to be made into art. She is not in control not of the events, but of 
the telling, which allows for flashes of brilliance—where imagination 
and perception collide with reality. This script has a lot of room for 
play. It thrives in the space between exaggeration and brutal honesty.

Feaver takes great care to demonstrate Sybylla’s adolescent 
overreactions, but she places even more care on communicating when 
her anger is righteous.

SYBYLLA: That was my first kiss.
Beat.

That was my first ever kiss and you took it from me.

Through the story, Sybylla is touched without her consent by any 
manner of men. In Franklin’s original text, it could not quite yet 
be articulated that Sybylla’s body was truly her own; the casually 
predatory behaviour and laughingly inflicted sexual slights of the time 
were a burden to be endured.

Here, Feaver places them in their true and devastating context—
as harassment and thoughtless assault—and in so doing, she serves 
to anchor Sybylla’s too-loud self-assertions in an entirely reasonable 
motivation: to honour her selfhood. No-one will let Sybylla claim her 
own worth; Feaver shows us how she must take it for herself.

Like the book, Feaver’s Sybylla dreams of being an artist. She wants 
to matter; she wants to leave her mark on the world. With Feaver’s 
sparkling wit and sensitivity, the story builds: after a brief hint of hope 
in the home of her wealthier grandmother, her family’s circumstances 
return to constrain her: she is sent to work as a governess for a large 
family.

The losses land fast and furious, a carefully placed act-break 
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MY BRILLIANT CAREERx

elevating the point of despair. No more those plans to go to Sydney and 
make something of herself. Gone, too, is a romance that near-turned 
Sybylla’s head (though she will insist her story is not a love story). 
Like her mother before her, Sybylla is relegated to serving others. She 
tries to subdue her dreams.

But Sybylla keeps on living.
Feaver’s play finds every moment it can to give every woman in 

the story a voice, feelings, and purpose. Each one—from the rough-
edged Mrs McSwat to refined Grannie, is given pleasing grit. The men 
around Sybylla—her alcoholic father, her dilletante uncle, her fair-
weather love interest Harry Beecham—are great characters, bearing 
many of the laugh lines and allowing for pathos. However, while they 
bring Sybylla shallow pleasures, they much more frequently bring her 
disappointment.

It’s the quiet solidarity of women—in a variety of forms—that 
helps build Sybylla’s bluster in more sustainable strength. Living 
with Grannie expands Sybylla’s world view and helps her to better 
understand herself; her Aunt Helen offers advice; Beecham’s spinster 
aunt Gussie shows the steel of women who survive alone.

She begins to carry these women with her; when Sybylla becomes 
a worker, the weary lines spoken at the beginning of the play by Mary 
O’Farrell, her grandmother’s maid, find a new home in Sybylla’s 
mouth. She understands her better now.

Feaver also brings this sense of perspective, and of respect, 
to the character of Lucy, Sybylla’s mother. Through her curious, 
compassionate playwright’s gaze, Feaver understands that while 
Lucy can’t quite speak her fondness for her daughter, she loves her 
ferociously. Her love is all action without words, but when the time 
does come to speak it, Feaver ensures we see that Lucy’s harshness 
with Sybylla is a tool of living, one she wants her daughter to learn:

LUCY: You seem to live in a dream world, Sybylla, where 
the undeniable fact of your sex will be ignored—nay—
celebrated! But I live in this one. And if my daughter 
cannot thrive in it, I want her to at least survive it.

This play takes an old Australian story and pushes it into the future 
with a modern sensibility and a genuine sense of care. Sybylla is our 
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INTRODUCTION xi

beacon, our lens through which we focus on the enduring human 
struggle to be seen, heard, and understood. 

Beyond the page and stage, there is more work to do to ensure 
that every Australian can speak their mind and be their true selves, 
without fear. But for now, in the timeless pages of this play, Sybylla’s 
unflinching devotion to her true self may encourage others to develop 
a better relationship to their own hopes, dreams, and inner life. She just 
might compel you to raise your voice and speak out.

Cassie Tongue
Sydney, October 2021 

Cassie Tongue is a theatre critic and arts/culture writer living 
in Sydney on unceded Gadigal land. She writes for a variety of 
publications including: the Sydney Morning Herald, Guardian 
Australia, Saturday Paper and ABC online.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE

Sybylla Penelope Melvyn has a complicated relationship with most 
things.

She has no desire to be a man but rails against the act of biological 
sabotage that is sometimes being a woman. She sneers at romance 
and simultaneously describes herself as a creature hungry for love. 
And in the end, she writes, not necessarily because she’s found her 
artistic destiny (as we might expect from a story of this kind) but from 
a distinct lack of other options. More so, I suspect, she writes from a 
defiant need to ‘voice’ herself into existence.

And what a voice! Angry and strident. Playful and provocative. 
Strikingly postmodern in parts. Despite the century between us, I feel 
deep affinity to this one-hundred-and-twenty-years-old teenager. All 
those long run-on sentences! The prolific use of exclamation marks 
and CAPITAL LETTERS! And of course … her stubborn desire to live 
life on her own terms, and at any cost.

But the history of My Brilliant Career is itself complicated. Henry 
Lawson and the Scottish editors famously ignored a young Stella 
Franklin’s request to be known as a male author (they kept her middle-
name-pseudonym ‘Miles’ but outed her as ‘just a little bush girl’ in 
the preface). They also removed the ironic question mark from the 
title—My Brilliant (?) Career—and cut what they deemed to be the 
more ‘salacious’ paragraphs. (What were these? As the original proofs 
don’t exist—we don’t know!) And despite the critical and commercial 
success of her book, Franklin later withdrew it from publication, 
struggling with accusations that her fiction was more biographical 
than not, and overwhelmed too at seeing her intimate and very 
teenage thoughts printed and for posterity. Almost immediately, she 
wrote another book—a satirical corrective—My Career Goes Bung—
which Australian publishers felt was too audacious to print. It wasn’t 
published for another 40 years.

So, how to approach an adaptation of a book that shifts and 
moves, depending on the lens through which you’re looking? As 
Franklin herself later admitted that My Brilliant Career was thinly-
veiled autobiography, I felt comfortable casting the net wider than the 
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MY BRILLIANT CAREERxiv

original book, drawing from My Career Goes Bung, her childhood 
memoirs, and the work of her biographers, all to gain some deeper 
sense of this Stella/Miles/Sybylla hybrid. Of particular interest was her 
relationship with her mother, Susannah Lampe Franklin, a woman who 
dragged a piano across a mountain range, spent the first thirteen years 
of marriage almost consistently pregnant, and lived to see all but two 
children pass away. This was also a woman who (possibly) burned her 
daughter’s writing in the stove, yet, in later years, carefully preserved 
the only copy of My Career Goes Bung—in such contradictions, great 
characters are made!

Within this adaptation, some words remain Franklin’s, some 
words are my own, but where it was necessary to depart from the 
original novel, I have tried to be faithful in capturing language, 
tone and energy. The goal of this script, ultimately, was to create an 
architecture that would allow for play, problem-solving and endless 
creativity in production. I hope this is exactly what it inspires. And 
while this is a version of My Brilliant Career that does lean towards 
youthful exuberance, righteous anger and the thrill of first love, there 
are still jagged edges in here, moments that sting and wound. It was a 
revelation to discover, for example, that Franklin’s much-loved little 
sister Linda married a man who had previously proposed to Franklin. 
But Linda never recovered from the birth of her first child. She died 
several months later and not before writing to Franklin of some of the 
horrors of her wedding night—‘I really wished I would die’. For all of 
Franklin’s witty posturing on marriage as ‘the most horribly tied-down 
and unfair-to-women existence going’, the threat of it—to her identity, 
to her autonomy, to her economic security, to her ambitions, to her 
physical wellbeing—was very real.

In some ways, Franklin was astonishingly ahead of her time, 
constructing a feminism that would not be out of place with young 
women at a public protest today. But it needs to be acknowledged that 
Franklin’s is an incomplete feminism with limited understanding of 
First Nations or other settler populations. Likewise, her portrayals of 
Australia are, occasionally, myopic—fuelled by a nostalgia for a time 
and place that existed in the imaginations of bush poets, but less so in 
reality.

Still, to badly paraphrase her contemporary, Virginia Woolf: the fact 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE xv

that a woman, from this time, wrote anything at all, can be considered 
an enormous achievement. I think we can celebrate Franklin in her 
tenacity, while acknowledging that the barriers she faced also speak 
to the enormous wastage of so many other people—both men and 
women—trapped in circumstances beyond their control. To the 
extent that this is a period piece, there’s something profound, also, in 
considering how much has changed since 1899, and how much hasn’t 
changed at all.

My heartfelt thanks to Louise Gough and Eamon Flack, whose 
dramaturgy on this has been exceptional. To the original cast and 
creatives for their insightful notes, particularly Nikki Shiels, the hardest 
working actress I know. To Hannah Goodwin, who kept me (mostly) 
sane in ‘what was a difficult year’, and of course, to the play’s director, 
Kate Champion. As a young(ish) writer of the female persuasion, I 
am very aware that my pathway to ‘a career’ was forged by so many 
women before me. The importance of seeing an artistic lineage cannot 
be underestimated. It is an honour to revisit Miles Franklin’s 1901 
text, to build on the 1979 film legacy created by Gillian Armstrong, 
Margaret Fink and Eleanor Whitcombe; and to work, in the here and 
now, with Kate Champion and her brilliant team.

I am so proud to be a part of this.
Kendall Feaver
December 2020
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As a tiny child I was filled with dreams of the great things I was to 
do … As I grew it dawned on me that I was a girl—the makings of 
a woman! … It came home to me a great blow that it was only men 
who could take the world by its ears and conquer their fate, while 
women, metaphorically speaking, were forced to sit with tied hands 
and patiently suffer as the waves of fate tossed them hither and 
thither, battering and bruising without mercy …

‘… Action! Action! Give me action!’ was my cry.
Sybylla Melvyn

My Brilliant Career
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My Brilliant Career was first produced at Belvoir Theatre, Sydney, on 
5 December 2021 with the following cast:

LUCY BOSSIER MELVYN / AUNT HELEN /
MRS MCSWAT Blazey Best
RICHARD MELVYN / UNCLE JAY JAY /
MR MCSWAT Jason Chong
HORACE MELVYN / FRANK HAWDEN /
PETER MCSWAT JNR Tom Conroy
GERTIE MELVYN / MARY O’FARRELL /
BLANCHE DERRICK / LIZER MCSWAT Emma Harvie
GRANDMA BOSSIER / AUNT GUSSIE /
MIDWIFE / KATIE MCSWAT  Tracy Mann
SYBYLLA PENELOPE MELVYN Nikki Shiels
HAROLD BEECHAM / TRAMP /
TOMMY MCSWAT / JIMMY MCSWAT /  
ROSE-JANE MCSWAT Guy Simon

Director, Kate Champion
Set and Costume Designer, Robert Cousins
Lighting Designer, Amelia Lever-Davidson
Composer, Chrysoulla Markoulli
Sound Designer, Steve Francis
Fight and Movement Director, Nigel Poulton
Assistant Director, Hannah Goodwin
Dialect Coach, Jennifer White
Stage Manager, Luke McGettigan
Assistant Stage Manager, Ayah Tayeh
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CHARACTERS

SYBYLLA PENELOPE MELVYN
RICHARD MELVYN
LUCY BOSSIER MELVYN
GERTIE MELVYN
HORACE MELVYN
MIDWIFE
GRANDMA ‘GRANNIE’ BOSSIER
AUNT HELEN BELL
UNCLE JULIUS JOHN ‘JAY JAY’ BOSSIER
FRANK HAWDEN
MARY O’FARRELL
TRAMP/S
HAROLD ‘HARRY’ BEECHAM
AUNT AUGUSTA ‘GUSSIE’ BEECHAM
BLANCHE DERRICK
MR MCSWAT
MRS MCSWAT
PETER MCSWAT JNR
LIZER MCSWAT
JIMMY MCSWAT
TOMMY MCSWAT
ROSE-JANE MCSWAT
KATIE MCSWAT
CHILDREN

Recommended Doubling:
SYBYLLA PENELOPE MELVYN
LUCY BOSSIER MELVYN / AUNT HELEN / MRS MCSWAT
RICHARD MELVYN / UNCLE JAY JAY / MR MCSWAT
GERTIE MELVYN / MARY O’FARRELL / BLANCHE DERRICK / LIZER 
MCSWAT
HORACE MELVYN / FRANK HAWDEN / PETER MCSWAT JNR 
GRANDMA BOSSIER / AUNT GUSSIE / MIDWIFE / KATIE MCSWAT 
HAROLD BEECHAM / TRAMP / TOMMY MCSWAT / JIMMY MCSWAT 
/ ROSE-JANE MCSWAT
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SETTING

Rural New South Wales, 1890 to 1899, verdant mountain gullies 
through to drought-stricken plains.

NOTES

This script was originally written for an ensemble of seven 
actors and with the intention that contemporary modes of theatre 
making—music, movement, physical inventiveness (etc)—play 
some significant part. To that end, there are many rapid changes in 
character and location. Speed, mostly, and fluidity, always, is key.

Bold type indicates Sybylla’s direct address to the audience.

The playwright asks that casting, for all future productions, 
continues to reflect the diversity of modern-day Australia.
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ACT ONE

ONE: AN INTRODUCTION

SYBYLLA. Aged nineteen.
She speaks from the end and simultaneously the beginning.

SYBYLLA: This story is all about myself.
For this, I make no apologies.
Other autobiographies weary one with their excuses for egotism.
If I am egotistical, what matters it to you?
You don’t know me from a basket of gooseberries, and won’t 
if I only keep myself to myself, and as I can’t—here I am!—
and I will endure the embarrassment of bringing myself to your 
attention again—

MIDWIFE: [faintly] Sybylla—
SYBYLLA: And again—
MIDWIFE: [louder] Sybylla—
SYBYLLA: And again and again and again and again—!

The scene bursts into focus: LUCY, dripping in sweat, braces 
herself against the kitchen table. A local MIDWIFE bustles about. 
SYBYLLA, now ten years old, and little sister GERTIE, do their 
best to help. If men are present, they wait outside …

MIDWIFE: Now now, Mrs Melvyn, I don’t like interfering with what 
the good Lord has determined, but the good Lord, in all his wisdom, 
decided Mrs Ellis, two towns over, should find herself this same day 
confined, so you and I … we might need to hurry this along juuust 
a little …

The MIDWIFE reaches her hand between LUCY’s legs in an 
attempt to break her waters. LUCY gasps with the new sensation 
and pain.

SYBYLLA: This is not a romance.
MIDWIFE: Weeell done, Mrs Melvyn, well done.
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MY BRILLIANT CAREER2

SYBYLLA: This is not a romance.
MIDWIFE: Sybylla, take this pot—fill it with water—Gertie dear, come 

and take these rags, that’s a good girl—
SYBYLLA: Do not fear encountering such TRASH as descriptions 

of sunsets, tall trees in silhouette or whisperings of wind—HA! I 
am too often starved of hours in my day to waste time snivelling 
and gushing over fancies and dreams—

MIDWIFE: Sybylla—?
SYBYLLA: Neither is this a novel or—or a poem—!
MIDWIFE: Sybylla—?
SYBYLLA: —but something real—
MIDWIFE: Where is that water—?!
SYBYLLA: —really real—
MIDWIFE: Sybylla—!
SYBYLLA: —as real as weariness and—and bitter heartache! As 

real as the tall gum trees among which I first saw the light! As 
real as—!

MIDWIFE: There you are! [Taking the water] Useless lump of a girl! 
Eldest daughter and can’t help your poor mother? Out! Out from 
under my feet—!

SYBYLLA and GERTIE both try to leave.
—Nooo—I’ll need at least one of you—so who’s it going to be 
then?

Beat.
SYBYLLA: I’ll set the table every day for six weeks—
GERTIE: No you won’t—
SYBYLLA: Three weeks—
GERTIE: One—
SYBYLLA: Done.

SYBYLLA kisses her sister on the cheek then makes a break for 
it.

MIDWIFE: Alright, Mrs Melvyn, if you feel like pushing— …?
SYBYLLA: As real as LIFE—!

From LUCY, a deep guttural groan, which may or may not take 
us through to the next scene …
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ACT ONE 3

—provided life is anything other than heartless illusion, then 
here it is … and here is where it begins!

TWO: I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER

An imaginary shoot-out is taking place between ten-year-old SYBYLLA 
and a couple of local boys.

SYBYLLA: Ten years old, and at that tender stage in chrysalis where 
little boys dream of becoming engine drivers or champion 
boxers.

She downs a little boy.
Nothing so garishly simple for me.

LUCY, with the new baby.
LUCY: Sybylla! I didn’t mend that skirt so it could be trussed up around 

your waist!
SYBYLLA: You can’t be a bushranger in a skirt, Mother.
LUCY: So come inside and I’ll find you something more suitable to 

occupy your time with.
RICHARD: Leave her alone, Lucy.
LUCY: Your daughter is running around the front lawn in her 

undergarments—
RICHARD: She’s a child—
LUCY: She’s a young woman—
RICHARD: Which’ll catch up with her soon enough. You let her be.
SYBYLLA: My father has no patience for fairytales. Instead we read 

the biographies of GREAT people to learn how they conducted 
their business. Seeing the multitude of men in these pages, I 
ask—There have been great women, haven’t there, Pa?

RICHARD: There have been, and are, and will be yet.
SYBYLLA: Then I will be one of them!

She shoots at another of the little boys.
I got you, Podgy! Don’t you dare move when you should be dead! 
DIE, PODGY! DIE DIE DIE—!

LUCY: [to RICHARD] You can’t be anything without means.
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RICHARD: A little common sense and a lot of passion, that’s all you 
need.

LUCY: If that’s all you need, then you and I should be living like kings.
RICHARD: A man can’t make his fortune working his wife’s estate.
LUCY: It’s served you well enough so far—
RICHARD: [trying to embrace her] Ah, but maybe I desire more— …
LUCY: Sybylla—!
SYBYLLA: Catch me—Pa—!

She launches herself at RICHARD.
… I learn how to float on my back in the clear mountain rivers …
… to dispatch a snake with a stock-whip …
… to ride horses with the best of them—side-saddle, man-
saddle, no-saddle, and standing up like a circus queen—!

Her younger siblings, HORACE and GERTIE, enter and race 
around them. HORACE is plaguing GERTIE with a slug on a stick.

GERTIE: / Syb! Syb! Syyyyyyyyb!
HORACE: Touch the slug, Gertie! Go on, scaredy—touch the slug!

SYBYLLA leaps down to GERTIE’s rescue, while LUCY, mid-
argument, grasps a land permit.

LUCY: Possum Gully?! A hundred acres isn’t enough to run cattle, 
Richard, it’s barely enough for a dairy! What do you mean in buying 
this?!

SYBYLLA: [still tussling with her siblings] What did you buy, Pa?
RICHARD: [intervening] A new home, Sybbie, with the most thrilling 

sight in existence!
CHILDREN: What?
RICHARD: A road!
CHILDREN: [deeply unimpressed] A road?
RICHARD: Direct from the front paddock to the city of Goulburn, which 

has a train station that leads to Sydney—
CHILDREN: Sydney!
RICHARD: —and from there a sea track that meets the world!
LUCY: But what kind of business are you planning to run?
RICHARD: I’ll deal in stock. Become an auctioneer, perhaps. Any 

number of things—
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LUCY: But which one—?
RICHARD: Don’t worry, my love. It’s just a bit of land to get along 

with—
LUCY: / Until—?
RICHARD: —until we have the means to purchase more.
SYBYLLA: My father has an answer for everything—!
RICHARD: [scooping her up, or some such] Say goodbye to Caddagat, 

Sybbie!
SYBYLLA: Goodbye, Caddagat, goodbye!
RICHARD: Gertie? Horace?
GERTIE: Goodbye, Caddagat!  HORACE: Goodbye!
RICHARD: You too, Lucy.

LUCY remains silent. Stares at the only home she’s ever known.
SYBYLLA: Behind me, I leave my childhood glinting on fern-

banked streams. Ahead—a blue OCEAN of adventure calling 
with a deafening invitation to embark—!

LUCY: Sybylla! Down from there!
SYBYLLA clambers down.

All play, no work or worry … you’ll find life a different matter.
SYBYLLA: LIFE a different matter!

I should hope so—!

THREE: POSSUM GULLY

SYBYLLA. Aged fifteen.
SYBYLLA, GERTIE, HORACE and RICHARD are trying to pull up an 
emaciated cow.

RICHARD: Alright … pull!
Pull!
Pull! Get up, you great ugly beast—

SYBYLLA: Pa—wait—
RICHARD: Get up! Get up, I said!
HORACE: Pa—
RICHARD: Get up!

Losing patience, RICHARD begins beating the cow.
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SYBYLLA: Pa—no! No! Stop it! Pa—!
RICHARD: If the cow stays down, it dies—
SYBYLLA: Stop it—please—!
RICHARD: Stupid, stupid animal—
SYBYLLA: She’s tired—she’s hungry—you can’t expect her to—!

A shocking crack as RICHARD shoots the cow.
No sound now except GERTIE’s deep intake of breath.

RICHARD: You lot get back to the house. I’ll go ask Mr Grady to help 
with this.

He turns to leave.
SYBYLLA: Are you going straight there, / Pa?
HORACE: [warning] Syb.

Beat.
RICHARD: I don’t see how that’s any concern of yours, Sybylla—?
SYBYLLA: If you end up at the pub, I’m the one who has to collect 

you—
RICHARD: DON’T you talk to me like that.

Beat.
If you have something to say, you bloody well keep it to yourself.

RICHARD exits.
SYBYLLA, shaking with rage, grabs a knife and sharpens it.

HORACE: Well done, Syb. If he wasn’t heading there already, he sure 
as hell is now.

SYBYLLA: Ma cleared him out this morning. He thinks he’s got 
shillings in his pocket; he hasn’t got more than a couple of pennies.

HORACE: You shouldn’t go on at him like that—
SYBYLLA: He’s disgusting—
HORACE: Riling him up, making it harder for everyone else—
GERTIE: [still staring at the cow] Was she mine?

Beat.
Or yours?

Beat.
I can’t— … I can’t really tell anymore …?
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SYBYLLA: Mine.
GERTIE sighs with relief.

GERTIE: It’s not Pa’s fault, you know. He can’t help there’s a drought.
HORACE: The Gradys and the O’Briens have a drought too: they make 

more butter than us—
GERTIE: The Gradys lost six cows last week—
SYBYLLA: But not from wanton assault! What’s the point, Gertie?! 

What’s the point in caring for them, day after day after day, if he’s 
just going to—if he’s just—?!

SYBYLLA wants to cry but braces herself instead to remove the 
cow’s hide.
LUCY appears, carrying a baby.
She turns at the sight of the cow.

LUCY: That’s enough.
GERTIE and HORACE step away. SYBYLLA doesn’t even look up.

Sybylla, I said that’s enough—
SYBYLLA: The hide needs to come off if we’re to have anything to 

sell—
LUCY: We’ll get one of the neighbours to do it—
SYBYLLA: With what money shall we pay them—?
LUCY: Sybylla, you’ve never cut the hide off a cow in your life, and I 

won’t have you doing it now out of spite.
SYBYLLA throws down the knife and moves quickly towards the 
house.

Sybylla!
Sybylla!

FOUR: A LIVING

SYBYLLA races inside, rips off her dirty pinafore, and plunges her 
hands into a washbasin. She scrubs herself, still reeling with rage. 
Hearing LUCY approach, SYBYLLA lunges for the piano. She plays 
some simple jovial refrain, albeit badly.
LUCY enters, breathless, puts the baby down in its cradle.
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LUCY: Sybylla— …
SYBYLLA cuts her off with the piano.

Sybylla— …
And again.

Sybylla, please—
SYBYLLA: Why do we have a piano if we’re not allowed to play it—?
LUCY: You’re allowed to play it / when the chores are— …
SYBYLLA: When the chores are done, when the children are in bed, 

when father isn’t drunk—
LUCY: You don’t think I’d like to play it sometime—?
SYBYLLA: So why don’t you?
LUCY: Because there are always more important things to do, no matter 

how dull they may seem to you—
SYBYLLA: Why not turn it around, Mother? Drive out dullness with 

the piano—!
LUCY closes the lid, almost catching SYBYLLA’s fingers.
Silence.

LUCY: Sybylla, I need to talk to you.
SYBYLLA: What will it be tonight?
LUCY: I’ve been studying the matter a lot lately—
SYBYLLA: My capacity to oversleep? My unintentional breakage 

of a common cup? The need to honour thy parents whether they 
are deserving of it or not—

LUCY: We can’t afford to keep you here any longer.
SYBYLLA turns to her mother. This is unexpected.

We shall have to find some way for you to make a living.
SYBYLLA: A living?
LUCY: Yes.
SYBYLLA: As what?
LUCY: Well … you haven’t taken to sewing. You don’t have enough 

schooling to be a teacher. There’s no chance in you being accepted 
as a hospital nurse, / so—

SYBYLLA: So I suppose it’s a life of music then?
Beat.
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LUCY: Music—?
SYBYLLA: I’ll be a pianist. I’ll play with the symphony orchestra—!
LUCY: You’re not good enough—
SYBYLLA: I’ll take lessons.
LUCY: With what time? What money?
SYBYLLA: I could be Mozart, Mother—
LUCY: What are you babbling on about now—?
SYBYLLA: I could be Bach, Brahms or Beethoven—I could be the next 

Nellie Melba and no-one would ever know—!
LUCY: You can’t sing, Sybylla—
SYBYLLA: I have an unusual voice—
LUCY: Unusual, yes, beautiful, no—
SYBYLLA: [singing] The troubles of life are many,

The pleasures of life are few;
When we sat in the sunlight, Annie,
I dreamt that the skies were blue … 1

Beat.
LUCY: My old friends, the Milsons, are after a housemaid.

Beat.
[Revealing a letter] They’re offering you a salary of ten pounds a 
year—

SYBYLLA: Mother … no—
LUCY: There is no shame in service, Sybylla, it is good work, honest 

work—
SYBYLLA: It is a LIFE sentence—!
LUCY: [indicating the baby] Keep your voice down—
SYBYLLA: [lowering volume, but not intensity] You are handing me 

my judgement, and the judgement says: Sybylla Penelope Melvyn, 
you have served seven years on this barren ledge, / and in thanks 
and in gratitude, I will now HURL you off into outer darkness and 
oblivion !

LUCY: Oh, this is always the way … I make a suggestion, it is 

1  From the poem Wormwood and Nightshade by Adam Lindsey Gordon 
(1867). Miles Franklin quotes Gordon’s poetry throughout My Brilliant 
Career. 
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immediately put down, but no-one else cares to think of such things 
but me—

SYBYLLA: There are a million different things I could be—
LUCY: Name one. Name one trade or profession you have experience 

in—
SYBYLLA: Writing.

Beat.
LUCY: Oh … oh, Sybylla—
SYBYLLA: I won a prize—
LUCY: That was four years ago—
SYBYLLA: I came first in the whole school—
LUCY: There were twenty-five children in your school—!
SYBYLLA: It’s not my fault I have inclinations towards better things. 

If I could be born again, I would, and I’d design myself the lowest 
stupidest coarsest-minded person imaginable so that I could find 
plenty of companionship in this miserable life—

LUCY: Then your quarrel is with God, it’s not with me—
SYBYLLA: I don’t believe there is a God—
LUCY: Sybylla—!
SYBYLLA: If he exists, he seems intent on torturing me for his own 

amusement—!
LUCY: What did I do to deserve a child as wicked as you—?
SYBYLLA: You married him.

Silence. They stare at each other.
LUCY: The hearth needs to be whitened. Then you can finish the pot 

lids. After that you can go and get your father—
SYBYLLA: I can’t drag him out alone—!
LUCY: [leaving] So take your brother!

FIVE: ONCE A YEAR, EVERY YEAR

RICHARD stumbles home drunk.
SYBYLLA and HORACE trail behind him.

HORACE: One hour.
One hour is all a cow needs … right?
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